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Up over the clouds crack! Lightning strikes and Olympus is revealed. All gods of Olympus are working but one. Zeus is mad! Read more to find out about Zeus.
Brothers and Sisters

Zeus has many siblings. Hades is his brother who was the god of the Lower world and god of wealth. Another brother is Poseidon who was god of the sea. Hera is one of Zeus's sisters. Demeter is one of Zeus sisters. She is goddess of the harvest.
His kids

Zeus has 140 children. Dionysus is the god of Wine. Ares is god of War. Hermes is god of Motion, god of sleep and dreams, god of Commerce and god of travelers. Aphrodite is goddess of Love and goddess of Beauty. Apollo is god of music. Athena is goddess of Wisdom, goddess of War, goddess of Arts & Crafts, and goddess of the City. Artemis is goddess of the Hunt, goddess of the Moon and goddess of Children.
Symbols

Zeus has many symbols. The Oak Tree is one of his symbols. The eagle is another. He has thunderbolts and shields.

Now that’s a weapon
Zeus had ten wives. Hera is the queen of the goddesses. Hera was the goddess of Marriage and Queen of Olympus. Zeus's wife Hera is always jealous. The Roman name for Hera was Juno.
Temple

Zeus’ temple was built in the fifth century and has other important buildings. It is located on the banks of Abides River. The Greeks made it in honor of Zeus.
Mount Olympus could be found on earth. It is a peaceful place. Mount Olympus is also known as Theses, which is the biggest mountain in Greece. Mount Olympus was believed to be home to Greek gods over the clouds. It has Zeus' throne. Zeus lives on Olympus but was not the first to rule the universe. Uranus was. The gods eat ambrosia, a special food for the gods of Olympus.
What are his powers and who is the best god?

Zeus is the number one god, king of the gods and the ruler of the heavens and humans and sky. Zeus powers are Storms, Thunder, and Weather. Uranus was the sky god before Zeus.
How he beat the titans

Cronus made Zeus. Cronus ate Zeus's bothers and sisters but Zeus's Mother tricked Cronus into eating a rock instead of Zeus. Rhea hid him and wrapped a blanket over the rock and sent Zeus away to grow up. Zeus came back when he was older and disguised himself as a cupbearer. He gave Cronus a potion. Cronus barfed up Hades and Poseidon and his other brothers and sisters. He got his brothers Hades and Poseidon and beat the titans. They chopped up Cronus and threw him in Tartarus, which is the worst place in the underworld.
Closing

Zeus was a powerful god. To find out more information read the book called Oh My Gods By: Megan E. Bryant.
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